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Abstract—In sensor networks, the large amount of data 
nsor
re
Wireless Se  composed of a large 
nu
activities are sometimes not negligible in energy consumption 
generated by sensors greatly influences the lifetime of the 
network. In order to manage this amount of sensed data in an 
energy-efficient way, new methods of storage and data query are 
needed. In this way, the distributed database approach for sensor 
networks is proved as one of the most energy-efficient data 
storage and query techniques. This paper surveys the state of the 
art of the techniques used to manage data and queries in wireless 
sensor networks based on the distributed paradigm. A 
classification of these techniques is also proposed. The goal of this 
work is not only to present how data and query management 
techniques have advanced nowadays, but also show their benefits 
and drawbacks, and to identify open issues providing guidelines 
for further contributions in this type of distributed architectures. 
Index Terms—Distributed database management; wireless 
se  networks; distributed storage; query techniques, data 
duction techniques; query optimization. 
I. INTRODUCTION
nsor Networks (WSNs) are
mber of devices, called sensor nodes, which are able to 
sense, process, and transmit information about the 
environment on which they are deployed. These devices are 
usually distributed in a geographical area in order to collect 
information for users interested in monitoring and controlling 
a given phenomenon. This information is transferred to a sink 
node in order to be accessible by remote users through 
generally application-level gateway, e.g. global sensor 
network (GSN) [1],[2], [3]. To obtain the data, these 
applications should also provide supports of efficient queries, 
which allow communication with the network [4],[5],[6] (see 
Fig. 1 for an illustration of a WSN). 
In wireless sensor networks, the sensor nodes are battery 
powered and are considered intelligent with acquisitional, 
processing, storage, and communication capacities [7],[8].  
However, these resources are generally very limited, 
especially in terms of storage and energy, and the sensor nodes 
[9], [10].One of the most used techniques to save power is to 
activate only necessary nodes and to put other nodes to sleep 
[11]. Some authors have studied how a 3 dimensional sensor 
field can be efficiently partitioned into cells in order to save 
energy [12]. 
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Fig.1. Illustration of a wireless sensor network architecture. 




llected, what makes information omnipresent.
sequently, systems based on sensor networks are n
creasingly common in many areas of the knowledge, giving 
rise to several flavors of WSNs [13], [14]. These numerous 
WSNs have allowed the development of many applications 
[15], [16], [17]. In addition to data gathering [18] and data 
replication issues [19], in such applications, a database-
oriented approach of WSNs has proven to be useful in order to 
manage the large amount of data generated by the sensors. 
According to this approach, a WSN is viewed as a distributed 
database where sensor nodes are considered as data sources 
with sensed data stored in the form of rows of a relation 
distributed across a set of nodes in the network [20], [21]. This 
database-oriented approach has motivated the design of WSN 
data acquisition with two fundamental objectives [22]: 
similarly to traditional database systems, a WSN database 
should provide SQL-like abstractions so that nodes can be 
easily programmed for simple data sensing and collection. In 
addition, the data collection process should minimize the 
energy consumption in the network. 
The main goal of distributed database management on 
WSNs is to support the management of the huge amount of 
sensed data in an energy-efficient manner [23]. In fact, 
research into sensor hardware has shown that the energy 
depletion in the network is mainly due to the data 
communication tasks among the nodes [24]. To deal with this 
problem, various data reduction techniques exist[25], [26], 
including data aggregation [27], [28], packet merging, data 
compression techniques [29], [30], data fusion, and 
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approximation based techniques [31], [32]. The data 
aggregation techniques consist to perform data aggregations 
(e.g., MAX, AVG etc.) at intermediate nodes between the 
source nodes and the sink node. The packet merging combines 
multiple small packets into a big one, without considering the 
semantics and the correlation between the packets. The data 
compression techniques are also used to reduce the amount of 
data transmitted between the nodes, but they involve data 
encoding at the source nodes, data decoding at the sink node.  
The data fusion techniques refer to more complex operations 
on a data set and are usually used in multimedia data 
processing [33]. The approximation based techniques use 
statistical techniques to approximate the queries results. These 
techniques provide, among other advantages, the reduction of 
the size of the transmitted data, the communication tasks, the 
network load, and the data transmission time. 
 The aim of this paper is to show how distributed database 
techniques are adapted to wireless sensor networks in order to 
improve the management of the great amount of sensed data in 
 WSNs, while protocols and techniques 
s, the sensor databases 
try to create an abstraction between the end-users and the 
sensor nodes. e users to only 
con
er queries are processed. This 
ense
an energy-efficient way by presenting and classifying the most 
recent and relevant proposals of distributed database 
management on WSNs. Moreover, a discussion and open 
issues on distributed database management techniques for 
wireless sensor networks are identified in order to facilitate 
further contributions. 
 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II presents the essential conceptual features of distributed data 
storage and querying in
used on the studied proposals on distributed data management 
in WSNs are exposed in Section III. Section IV discusses the 
techniques used on the studied approaches and proposes some 
open research issues. Finally, Section V concludes the paper 
and pinpoints further research works. 
II. BACKGROUND
As in traditional database system
This abstraction aims to permit th
centrate on the needed data to be collected rather than 
bothering with the complexities of mechanisms deciding how 
to extract data from a network [27], [34]. As such, the sensor 
databases have been subject to two main approaches to data 
storage and query in WSNs [35]: the warehousing approach 
and the distributed approach. 
1. In the warehousing approach, the sensors act as collectors. 
The data gathered by sensors are periodically sent to a 
central database where us
model is the most used one in data storage and query 
processing. However, it has some drawbacks, such as 
eventually wasting resources and creating a bottleneck 
with an immense amount of transmitted data. This 
approach is unsuitable for real-time processing. 
2. The distributed approach is the alternative, where each 
sensor node is considered as a data source, and then the 
WSN forms a distributed database where the s d data 
are in the form of rows with columns representing sensor 
attributes [20], [21]. In this second approach, the sensed 
data are not periodically sent to the database server. They 
remain in the sensor nodes and some queries are injected in 
the network through the base station. These queries are 
disseminated into the network according to the routing 
techniques as per [36], [37], and the sensors, thanks to 
their processing and storage capabilities, process them. 
The sensors send their data to their parent nodes whenever 
they correspond to the query requirements. The parent 
nodes combine this coming data with their own data and 
transmit to their parent nodes and so on until the data 
reaches the gateway. This approach that consists to process 
the data inside the sensor nodes themselves is called in-
network processing and it reduces the amount and size of 
transmitted data and the latency [38]. According to the 
scope of this work, an illustration of a distributed database 
on WSN may be seen in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. Illustration of a distributed database architecture for 
wireless sensor networks. 
s
to design a distri stem: in-network 
rocessing, acquisitional query processing, cross-layer 
eration that are traditionally 
ance, aggregations to inside the 
minimize 
ber of 
query processing. This 
al computer networks in which layers in 
separated and isolated, the 
, [43] permits to combine 
As largely detailed in [39], there are four essential method
buted data management sy
p
optimization, and data-centric data/query dissemination.
A. In-network Processing  
The in-network processing technique [38], [40], [41] generally 
includes the different types of op
done on the server, for inst
sensor nodes themselves. It is generally used, as its name 
indicated, to process sensing values inside the network nodes 
so as to filter and reduce the huge and needless data. 
B. Acquisitional Query Processing 
The acquisitional query processing [20] permits to 
 reducing the numenergy consumption in the network by
sensor nodes participating in the 
reduction is done by expressing in the query when or what 
sensors to sample. 
C. Cross-layer Optimization  
Unlike the tradition
the conventional OSI model are 
cross-layer optimization [42]
information available on these different layers and profit from 
this information sharing. For instance, in wireless sensor 
networks the routing takes care of, among others, the quality 
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of service (QoS) parameters of the network, network 
connectivity, the power available on the node, and the network 
lifetime [44]. In traditional computer networks the routing is 
done by the network layer only considering the destination 
address of a packet. 
D. Data-centric data/query dissemination 
In contrast with trad
not
itional networks, nodes in WSNs usually 
ric [45], 
well as the large 
ng to be discussed. This discussion will be done 
TECHNIQUES FOR WSNS
 addr ects of data 




he query inside the sensor 
n
ocessing operations, 
 nodes results in less 
m




. The sensor data are form of tuples that conform 
to
ng and storing its own readings. 
Q
low up the communication tree called a semantic 
ro
do have a single identifier because of data-cent
[46], [47]nature of sensor applications as 
number of sensors deployed. Generally, applications are not 
interested in specific sensors, but rather in data, which they 
generate. For example, a query as “which is the temperature 
measurement of the sensor with the ID XXXX” does not have 
much interest for a sensor application, but a query like “in
which region, sensors measure fewer than 7ºC” is more 
significant. Routing protocols must take these characteristics 
into account. 
In the next section, the most relevant proposals of distributed 
data storage and query management techniques designed for 
WSNs are goi
by classifying each proposal into the four above-mentioned 
approaches. 
III. DISTRIBUTED DATA STORAGE AND QUERY MANAGEMENT 
There is a lot of research essing various asp
management in sensor networks. However, generally, the 
 are the transparent access of the
nsor nodes for retrieving required relevant sensor data as 
well as the improvement of the network’s lifetime. 
A. In-Network Processing 
After receiving one query, the query processor 
and execution plan thgenerates an optimized query 
of the best possible execution of t
etwork. While the different solutions to perform in-network 
processing may differ, the objective is to save energy by 
reducing communication. The in-network processing 
technique can be divided into two sub-categories, aggregation 
based techniques and approximation based techniques [48].
1. Aggregation based Techniques 
Since wireless communication involves more energy 
consumption than the sensing and pr
aggregating the data through intermediate
essage transmissions. Therefore, the network lifetime is 
improved with less energy consumption.  
As part of the pioneering researches on distributed database 
on WSNs, TinyDB [20] and COUGAR [21], [34], [49]are the 
first to adopt a database query optimizati
SNs based on the data acquisition declarative approach. 
 The TinyDB project [50] was developed for networks based 
on the TinyOS operating system [51]. It is a distributed query 
processor for sensor networks that incorporates acquisitiona
chniques. Through an interface, the user chooses what data 
he wishes to acquire. The query is decomposed by a query 
processor and distributed across the network. The sensor 
nodes collect, filter and aggregate the data and respond to the 
user query. 
 The interrogation of the sensors is based on the relational 
model and queries are specified using an SQL-like query 
language [20]
 a predetermined schema. For example, tuples produced by a 
temperature sensor may be of the form <sensorId, location, 
temperature, timestamp>.
 Physically, the sensor tuples belong to a sensors table, 
which is partitioned across all of the devices in the network, 
with each device produci
ueries are formulated on a virtual table that is logically 
formed by the sensor tuples horizontally partitioned in the 
network. Unlike traditional queries that focus on the current 
state of a database, these queries are often continuous with as 
function to continually run in order to inform the applications 
of changes recorded by the sensors. Results of queries stream 
to the root (base station) of the network by multi-hop 
topology. 
 TinyDB includes support for grouped aggregation queries 
(e.g. MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT, AVERAGE, etc.), as sensor 
readings f
uting tree (SRT), they are aggregated by intermediate nodes 
that contain relevant information for the query (See Fig. 3). 
This in-network aggregation reduces the huge quantity of data 
that must be transmitted through the network, preventing the 
bottleneck to the root node and increasing the lifetime of the 
network. 
Fig. 3. Aggregation steps of sensor readings during an epoch 
using interval-based communication [38]. 
processing  in this 
latform, they use a clustered approach. A network is 
c
The Cougar project [52] is a platform for distributed query
. To deal with in-network processing
p
omposed of several clusters, each of them managed by a 
cluster head. The child nodes that belong to clusters send 
periodically their readings to the corresponding cluster head, 
which then aggregates the received readings and forwards the 
computed result toward the Front End of the network. This 
Front End is a query optimizer, located at the gateway node, 
which generates optimized distributed query processing plans 
after receiving user queries. Furthermore, in this architecture, 
each node embeds a query layer. The query layer [21], [49]is a 
query proxy between the network layer and the application 
layer, which process queries (See Fig. 4). Additionally, 
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Cougar carries out packet merging by aggregating several 
packets into one. This increases the lifetime of the network, 
since sending multiple small packets is more expensive than 
sending one larger packet. 
Like TinyDB, Cougar adopts a declarative queries approach 
[49] to in-networking processing. This approach allows users 
and application queries a transparence access to sensor nodes. 
Thus, Cougar uses an efficient catalog management, query 
optimization, and query processing techniques to abstract the 
user from the physical details of contacting the relevant sensor 
nodes, which process the sensor data and send the results to 
the user. The queries are specified using an SQL-like query 
language and the sensor data are form of records with several 
fields included information about the sensor node (e.g., id, 
location, etc.), a timestamp, the sensor type (e.g., temperature, 
light, etc.), and the value of the reading. The sensor network is 
considered as a widely distributed database system consisting 
of multiple tables of different types of sensors. 
Fig.4. Illustration of Cougar Architecture. 
Cougar claims to be designed for WSNs, while it was 
deployed ly larger 
pr essing power than WSNs and could even run Windows 
C
lifetime of the 
n
at, by performing in-
n
on PDA-class devices that had significant
oc
E and Linux [20]. So, it does not take into account the power 
and computational constraints of sensor nodes. 
 TiNA(Temporal Coherency-Aware In-Network 
Aggregation) [53], [54], [55] is an improvement over TinyDB. 
It uses in-network processing to increase the 
etwork. It is freshness-aware as it adds a new clause, 
VALUES WITHIN tct, in the specification of the query 
aggregation syntax of TinyDB, which indicates the temporal 
relaxation degree allowed by the user or the network. In 
TinyDB, the readings are transmitted at fixed interval, but 
TINA transmits the sensor node reading only if that reading 
differs from the last recorded reading by more than the 
accepted tolerance tct (See Fig. 5). 
In [54], TiNA is improved by designing a semantic routing 
tree for sensor networks with a main objective the reduction of 
the size of transmitted data. For th
etwork aggregation, the reduction of the number of groups is 
adopted when a node performs Group-By query by clustering 
the sensor nodes belong to the same group along the same 
path. This approach is called group-aware network 
configuration method. This technique can certainly reduce the 
size and number of messages circulating in the network but at 
the expense of some consistency of data transmitted. 
Fig.5. In-network aggregation query using TINA [53]. 
The authors in [56] proposed a set of algorithms to minimize
the by
considering a real time scenario where the raw data gathered 
fr
 To these ends, the authors of [57], [58] 
p
at is useful because the system should adapt to 
c
overall energy consumption of the sensor nodes 
om the source nodes must be aggregated and transmitted to 
the sink within a specified latency constraint. This work is 
particularly important for applications requiring a prompt 
delivery of the information to the sink. However, it does not 
address the problem of constructing the underlying 
aggregation tree. 
The main purpose of data management in WSN is to allow 
transparent access to sensed data, as well as, to increase the 
network lifetime.
ropose an adaptive algorithm, called ADAGA (ADaptive 
AGgregation Algorithm for sensor networks), for processing 
in-network aggregation in WSNs. In fact, in order to reduce 
the amount of data transmitted between sensor nodes, ADAGA
performs in-network aggregation. The key idea is to aggregate 
the sensed data progressively in each node it passed through. 
This will further reduces the data traffic, the energy 
consumption, and the memory usage in the network. The 
algorithm also supports the packets replication in order to 
reduce the packets losses and allows the approximation of 
sensed values from collected data. Furthermore, a data model 
for data streams and a declarative SQL-like query language 
named SNQL (Sensor Network Query Language) for WSNs 
are provided. 
 The context aware system paradigm means the capability of 
a system to adapt according to a rapidly changing context in 
which it is. Th
ontext changes in order to react rapidly. In this context, the 
authors of [59] propose a framework in the context aware 
architecture (See Fig. 6). This framework exploits a 
distributed query processor approach for integrating wireless 
sensor networks. This proposed architecture is based on the 
MaD-WiSe system [60]. This latter includes a set of modules 
running on the WSN nodes; the MaD-WiSe network side and a 
set modules running on the base station; the MaD-WiSe 
context information provider. The MaD-WiSe network side 
implements an in-network distributed data stream 
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management system that acts as server; while the MaD-WiSe
context information provider offers access to the sensor 
services. The queries are specified using an SQL-like query 
language named MW-SQL that allows users to express queries 
to manipulate, temporal aggregate, filter, and organize 
sequences of tuples generated by the sensors. Through the 
MaD-WiSe system interface the user chooses what data he 
wishes to acquire. An optimized distributed query execution 
plan is generated and disseminated in the network by the 
query manager. The latter receives the results of the query 
stream obtained from in-network query execution in an on-line 
fashion. 
Fig. 6. Context aware architecture using in-network query 
processing. 
S
query processing in WSN e authors propose an in-
etwork aggregate query processing. But rather than using 
a
types (e.g., military battle field, volcano, etc.), sensor nodes 
l computer networks, sensor 
n
node replication attacks [68], and s on. Therefore, security 
reliable communication between no  collect reliable 
data from the network. 




works, then a cluster-head first requests 
s
c. are used to approximate data or 
 includes certain 
st
 that provide approximated results with 
p
imilar to most of the proposed solutions about distributed
s, in [61] th
n
ggregate operators in sensor nodes to reduce the number of 
transmitted messages, they propose a mechanism that allows 
queries to share intermediate results together in order to 
reduce the number of messages transmitted. The main idea 
assumes that when the sink receives multiple aggregate 
queries it propagates them via a routing tree. Thus, with this 
set of query tree, it will decide how to determine a set of 
backbones and non-backbones and where each non-backbone 
is allowed to access intermediate results from the backbones in 
order to reduce the total number of transmitted messages. For 
that, according to a cost function, they derive a reduction 
graph and propose two algorithms. First, they propose a 
heuristic algorithm BM (standing for Backbone Mapping), 
which is based on the reduction graph; it determines the set of 
backbones and mapping relationships between backbones and 
non-backbones. Second, they propose an algorithm named 
OOB (standing for Obtaining Optimal Backbones) to obtain 
the optimal backbone set. Furthermore, they propose a 
maintenance mechanism for dealing with dynamic scenarios 
as queries could submit or leave. 
Generally, because of wireless sensor network application 
are scattered in hostile environments and may relay sensitive 
data. Moreover like in traditiona
etworks are particularly vulnerable to several key types of 
attacks that can be performed in a variety of ways [62], [63], 
[64], [65], as Sybil attack [66], traƥc analysis attacks [67], 
o 
concerns should be addressed efficiently in order to provide 
des and to
The work in [69] is one of the pioneering wireless sensor 
network security paradigms. It analyzed the resilience of 
aggregation techniques for cluster based WSN and proposed a 
mathematical framework fo
r aggregation, allowing them to quantify the robustness of 
an aggregation operator against malicious data. However, one 
can argue that the one-level homogeneous aggregation model 
is simple to represent real sensor network deployments. 
In [70], the authors present a secure information aggregation 
technique (SIA) that helps to defend against a type of attack 
called the stealthy attack. In a stealthy attack, the attacker tries 
to provide incorrect aggregation results to the user w
e/she knows that the results are incorrect. Therefore in order 
to prevent from that type of attack, the mechanism in [70] 
aims to ensure that if a user accepts an aggregate value as 
correct, then there is a high probability that the value is close 
to the true aggregation value. Otherwise, if the aggregate value 
has been altered, the incorrect results should be rejected with 
high probability. 
The proposal in [71], [72] proposed an energy-efficient and 
secure pattern-based data aggregation (ESPDA) protocol for 
wireless sensor networks. ESPDA is intended for hierarchy- 
based sensor net
ensor nodes to send the corresponding pattern code for the 
sensed data. If multiple sensor nodes send the same pattern 
code to the cluster-head, only one of them is permitted to send 
the data to the cluster-head. ESPDA is secure because it does 
not require encrypted data to be decrypted by cluster-heads to 
perform data aggregation.  
2. Approximation based Techniques 
Here statistical techniques like approximation, linear 
regression, probabilities, et
query an ws ers. 
BBQ [73] improves upon TinyDB as it
atistical modeling techniques to answer queries about the 
current state of the sensor network. The BBQ query system 
creates models
robabilistic confidence interval, improving thus the lifetime 
of the network. Through an SQL like query that includes error 
tolerances and target confidence bounds, the user chooses 
what data he/she wants to acquire. The query is parsed by the 
query-processor, an energy-efficient observation plan is 
generated, and a time-varying multivariate Gaussians model, 
which includes correlations and statistical relationships 
between sensor readings on different nodes, is used to estimate 
its answer. Unlike TinyDB and COUGAR that interrogate all 
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sensors every time a query is injected into the network, in this 
query processing, sensors are only solicited to update the data 
to refine the model if the model itself can’t satisfy the query 
with acceptable confidence. 
In [74] the authors adopt a replication solution. However, 
their proposal is based on the hypothesis of the random nature 
of failures in wireless sensor networks. In fact, in wireless 
sensor network areas, due to generally harsh environments of 
d
han the all 
a









the complexities of 
or to efficiently extract 
th
 is performed by minimizing the activities of 
o
eployment and the resource limitation, sensor nodes are 
always subject to random failures [38]. For these reasons, in 
[74] the authors propose a distributed energy-efficient replica 
placement for increasing data availability and prolonging the 
network lifetime. The basic idea is, taking into account 
probabilistic node failures, they compute (based on 
probabilistic equations) sufficient data replica of nodes with 
minimal communication cost between nodes such that the 
whole network data could be reached after a failure. The 
replication can protect from failures and provide data 
availability but it should be completed by an efficient data 
update policy in order to ensure the data freshness.  
To satisfy as much as possible the end user requirements as 
well as to improve the network lifetime, the distributed top-k 
query processing [75] computes, in a quick and efficient 
manner, the subset of most relevant answers rather t
nswers. This prevents the transmission of irrelevant answers 
and minimizes the power cost of retrieving the huge amount of 
values.  
Like the previous work, the distributed processing of 
probabilistic top-k queries in wireless sensor networks [76], 
[77] proposes, with bounded rounds of communications in 
cluster-b
fficient algorithms: sufficient set-based (SSB), necessary set-
based (NSB) and boundary-based (BB). Instead of transferring 
the huge amount of sensor data from the network to the end 
users, these algorithms return the subset of most relevant data 
answers efficiently with a constant round of data 
communications according to a probabilistic weight. This 
permits to minimize the cost of retrieving all huge values and 
just transfer relevant answers. Moreover, for better minimizing 
the communication and energy overhead, this solution 
proposes also an adaptive algorithm that dynamically switches 
among the three algorithms based on their estimated costs. 
The work in [78] improves the top-k query in which the 
algorithm tries to find the k nodes with highest readings 
among the sensor nodes, by implementing top-k query in duty-
cycled WSNs (DC-WSNs). For that, this work solves 
derlying data accessibility and network connectivity 
problems in DC-WSNs by proposing a mechanism named 
DCDC-WSNs, where data replication (DR) is applied into DC-
WSNs and the whole combined with a sleep scheduling 
algorithm named connected k-neighborhood (CKN). Thus, the 
implementation of top-k query in DCDC-WSNs can achieve 
very high query data accessibility at the cost of low total 
energy consumption and top-k query response time. 
As much of the WSN research centers around increasing 
network lifetime [79], ENERGY* [80] based on ENERGY
(Energy Efficient Rate Governed Yardstick) provides an 
approximate but effective solution to minimize th
nsumption in WSNs. Thus, based on the information about 
the complete network topology and the Euclidean distance as 
an estimate to the hop count between two nodes, ENERGY*
provides the optimal placement of the data transformation 
function which impacts on the energy consumption on data 
transmission. However, considering this solution for virtual 
nodes, the proposed algorithm uses the sink node that requires 
to know the locations and bit rates of all the sources to map 
the virtual nodes to the real nodes in the network. 
In [81] an energy-efficient and accurate estimate is 
proposed. Hence, the proposal based on a distributed 
algorithm for in-network data processing provides a new cost 
function, which is robust to node failure and impu
he main strategy is to pass around the network a parameter 
estimate, and along the way small adjustments to the estimate 
are made by each node based on its local measured data. 
Like their predecessors, in [82] the authors propose an 
efficient approximation algorithm, which improves the 
network lifetime. The main idea is to optimize the 
communication cost by performing in-network data 
ggregations of approximate coefficient.  Thus, each node 
transmits the approximate coefficient upward after it 
compresses and aggregates the child node’s coefficient. 
Finally, each root node of concerned splay tree obtains the 
approximate coefficient set about its complete covered area. 
Therefore, the sink node can query any position of interested 
area through the root nodes. The approximate is performed by 
using multiple linear regression models. 
B. Acquisitional Query Processing 
Like in traditional database systems, in distributed database 
systems, where the requested data might be stored in small 
fragments around the whole network, 
mechanisms used by the query process
e relevant data from the network are completely transparent 
to the end-users. 
In WSNs, the query processor is charged, among other tasks, 
to generate an optimized query execution plan that defines 
how a query should be executed in an energy-efficient way. 
This optimization
sensor nodes, principally by reducing the data transmission 
and sampling the sensors that participate in a query 
processing. 
TinyDB [20] is a distributed query processor for sensor 
networks that has first introduced the management of sensor 
sampling, called as acquisitional query processing. It 
incorporates a metadata management system that supports 
ptimizations of query processing. In fact, to manage 
sampling of the sensors for a particular query processing, 
metadata such as information about the costs of processing 
and delivering data, the necessary time and energy for that 
sampling, etc. are periodically copied from the nodes to the 
root and used by the query optimizer. TinyDB also provides 
extensions to SQL to formulate queries evaluated when the 
event specified in the request is made. The main objective is 
thus avoiding the sending of measures that are not relevant. 
TinyDB also includes the possibility of using time windows 
applied to a particular sensor. A time window contains the 
measures recently performed by the sensor. Moreover, a 
multi-query optimization on event-based queries is taken into 
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account in order to reduce costs due to transmission and 
sensor sampling. 
Replication [83] allows managing multiple copies that differ 
at a given time, but eventually converging to the same values 
[84]. The motivations to make a replication are essentially 
improved performance, increased data availability and 
e
 composed of 
tw
ventually prevent from failures [32], [85], [86]. 
 According to the harsh energy constraints of sensor 
networks, the authors of [41], [87], [88] propose a hierarchical 
architecture for in-network data acquisition and replication in 
mobile sensor networks called SenseSwarm. It is
o levels: the perimeter nodes that perform the data 
acquisition in energy efficient manner, and the core nodes,
which are physically and logically strong in order to manage 
the storage and replication of sensed data (See Fig. 7). In order 
to increase the fault-tolerance and the availability of the 
system, a data replication algorithm (DRA) is proposed. This 
algorithm is based on a vote that consists of deciding which 
set of neighbors will participate to the most energy-efficient 
replication strategy. Additionally, the DRA is extended with a 
spatial-temporal in-network aggregation strategy based on 
minimum bounding rectangles. This work leads to a 
hierarchical data replication algorithm (HDRA), which allows 
an approximate answer.  
Fig. 7. Framework for the acquisition and storage of  
spatio-temporal data in mobile sensor networks. 
Like most of the above works, in [22] minimizing the energy 
cons use
selectiv ring









of different layers and results in strict boundaries between 
umption is a main objective. For that, these works 
ity awareness technique to optimize the monito
riven trajectories) based on the main features of monitoring 
queries is used for optimizing the network lifetime. The idea is 
the use of the data acquisition technique to optimize the 
communication overhead by sampling sensor nodes (notion of 
pocketed node participation) for processing a given query, 
after the setting up of efficient communication paths between 
the clustered sensor nodes and the base station. This discards 
the non-selected nodes in the data collection and optimizes the 
energy consumption. Furthermore, the PDT is extended for 
context aware system. Therefore, it continuously adapts the 
data collection paths according to changing of node 
participation and environmental conditions. 
In [89] the authors perform a distributed data processing by 
adapting artificial neural-networks algorithms for wireless 
sensor networks. For that, three types of cluster based 
rchitectures are presented in order to carry out distributed 
computation and storage, auto-classification of sensor data.  
The auto-classification of sensor data is performed by using 
different sensitivity threshold. Thus, depending on the level of 
details needed at the moment, the corresponding device unit 
can be queried depending on the level of the sensitivity 
threshold used to classify the data. The aims of this work are 
to provide data robustness and improving the network lifetime 
by optimizing the communication costs and energy savings. 
Similarly to TinyDB and Cougar, in [90] the authors have 
designed a distributed query processing system called SSDQP.
Through a high-level user interface, the user formulates wh
ata he/she wishes to acquire. The query is decomposed, 
optimized and distributed by the optimizer across the network. 
The sensor nodes collect, process the data, and respond to the 
user query. In this work, each node runs a time-triggered 
query engine and the queries are scheduled in a distributed 
manner among the sensor nodes. For improving the network 
lifetime, the optimizer is parameterized. Thus, according to the 
user’s need, it makes a trade-off between accuracy of time 
synchronization and consumed energy by choosing an 
optimized network tree topology. Furthermore, the system 
performs a synchronized merge operation to minimize the 
transmitted packet and thus reduce the communication 
overhead. 
Corona [91] system improves upon the SSDQP [90] system 
and the proposal in [92] as it is an in-network distributed 
query proc
everal user declarative queries. Through a declarative query 
interface, several users can choose what sensor data they wish 
to acquire. With dynamic multi-query execution capability, the 
query processor can execute concurrently these various 
queries with different start-times, epochs, and lifetimes. 
Furthermore, Corona is freshness-aware since it permits to 
reuse the previous sensor readings from the cache on the 
sensor node. Hence, if the previous sensor reading differs from 
the newly required reading by an amount that is less than the 
query-specified threshold, the query engine will not activate 
the sensor again. This minimizes the sensor activities. For 
further improving the network lifetime, instead of sending 
several small packet messages, corona does in-network 
clustering of sensor reading results. Furthermore, this 
clustering operator is resource-aware. Thus, it can dynamically 
adapt its processing according to the available resources. 
Another technique for improving the network lifetime and 
providing QoS is provided in [93]. In this work, an algorithm 
that optimizes the execution of continuous queries is prov
heir basic idea, using SQL-like query language, wants to 
profit from a predefined power and delay weight specified in 
the query in order to provide an optimal query plan. For that, 
by taking into account both power and time cost 
simultaneously, a query plan with minimum cost of computing 
and data transferring is obtained. Furthermore, to additionally 
increase the network lifetime, they use reduction techniques 
like packet merging or data compression to decrease the size 
of the transferred data into the network. 
C. Cross-layer Optimization 
The traditional layer approach leads to independent design 
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ete distributed query processing framework 
fo
approach to specify, 
o
fferent layers and can significantly improve energy 
efficiency as well as adaptability to service, traffic, and 
environment dynamics. For example, having knowledge of the 
current physical state will help a channel allocation scheme at 
the MAC layer in optimizing tradeoffs and achieving 
throughput maximization. 
In WSNs, the sensor network lifetime depends intrinsically 
on the available energy in the nodes composing the network. 
This available energy is consumed by the sensing activity, the 
communication (sending and receiving packets) activity, 
which is essential to form a WSN, and the data processing [7]. 
However, the communication activity is more costly in energy 
than the sensing and processing activities. Hence, current 
cross-layer optimization techniques use a variety of methods 
to schedule tasks in an energy-efficient way. 
Among these techniques, one can notice the synchronization 
mechanism used in TinyDB [20] for data transmission 
between nodes forming the network. In fact, queries in 
TinyDB are flooded throughout the network. An interval-
based communication scheduling protocol is used to collect 
the query answers via a semantic routing tree, with the root 
node being the endpoint of the query. Every other node 
maintains a parent node one step closer to the root from where 
it is, along with other routing information. The 
synchronization of the data transmission between nodes is 
performed by making a parent node in wait for a certain 
interval of time before reporting its own reading. Specifically, 
in TinyDB every epoch is subdivided into shorter fixed 
intervals, with the number of intervals equal to the maximum 
depth of the routing tree (see figure 3). During its own 
interval, a parent node will be active and collecting results 
from its child nodes. In the next interval, the children nodes 
will be idle, while the parent is still active transmitting the 
partial aggregate result. The parent node will become idle 
when it finished receiving and transmitting the partial 
aggregates in its sub-tree. 
Besides performing in-network processing, to increase the 
network lifetime and the accuracy of data and queries, the 
ADAGA[57], [58]system adapts the collecting and sending 
activities of the devices according respectively to the 
remaining memory and energy of sensors. The main idea is to 
dynamically adapt values for Sense interval clause that 
specifies the interval between consecutive data collections and 
values for Send interval clause that specifies the interval 
between consecutive sending of packets. The values of these 
two parameters are updated according respectively to the 
available memory and power in the sensor nodes. This makes 
the sensor nodes self-configurable and leads to reduce the 
power consumption and improve the memory availability. 
In wireless sensor networks communicating, the huge 
amount of sensed raw data between the nodes within the 
network leads to a lot of problems (including energy wasting, 
useless data transferring, etc.) because of the limited sensor 
resources. To deal with these problems, in [94] the authors 
proposed a distributed and self-organizing scheduling 
algorithm (DOSA) that allows an in-network data aggregation, 
which is based on spatial and temporal correlations between 
sensor readings of neighboring nodes. This will permit to 
avoid the transmission of redundant data, thus improving the 
network lifetime. The first function of the DOSA algorithm is 
to decide when a particular node should perform this 
correlating function. Moreover, According to the eventual 
changes in the network topology, DOSA uses cross-layer 
information from the underlying MAC layer to detect these 
changes and autonomously reassigns schedules of nodes. 
In [92], the authors present a resource-awareness framework 
for in-network data processing in wireless sensor netw
automatic code generation, the operator placement, and the 
deployment of an efficient query execution plan. Therefore, 
his proposal is an enhancement over the distributed query-
processing engine, SSDQP [90]. This approach is a two-phase 
approach. Hence, in addition to in-network data processing 
features from the SSDQP system, this proposal adapts to 
changing resource levels such as battery power or available 
memory. The main idea is to use a publish/subscribe pattern to 
distinguish the monitoring of the resource from adaptive 
algorithms that subscribe to receive resource availability 
updates. Hence, the processing techniques can subscribe to act 
according to the remaining resources (battery, memory, and 
CPU utilization). The published phase is performed whenever 
the total change in resource level is greater than a given 
threshold. The second phase consists of integrating the 
resource-awareness algorithm into the SSDQP system. 
Moreover, to reduce the communication cost, the proposal 
benefits from the advantage of the multi-tasking of the SSDQP 
to de-couple the in-network data processing and 
communication. 
Like TinyDB [20] and Cougar [21], [49], in [95] the authors 
propose a compl
r wireless sensor networks. This framework includes 
principally two components: a compiler/optimizer, named 
SNEE (Streaming NEtwork Engine) [95], [96], [97], and a 
continuous declarative query language over sensed data 
streams, named SNEEql [98], [99]. This latter is an expressive 
and SQL-like query language, convenient to query data stream 
from wireless sensor networks. After receiving the SNEEql 
queries, the compiler/optimizer engine (SNEE) optimizes them 
by taking into account metadata such as information about the 
network topology, the required energy and time, the cost of 
nodes sampling among other relevant parameters. After the 
optimization phase, the compiler/optimizer engine creates, 
compiles and deploys an executable code, the energy-efficient 
query evaluation plan, which will run into the participating 
nodes. This work fully describes also the SNEE query 
compilation/optimization architecture (See Fig. 8) [95] and the 
difference steps that it takes to optimize the SNEEql queries. 
Moreover, for more flexibility, the query can be coupled with 
user QoS requirements, such as the energy consumption of 
nodes, the tolerated response time, etc. 
The work in [100] is an enhancement over SNEE.  The basic 
idea is based on declarative query 
ptimize, and deploy automatic data analysis techniques in a 
sensor network. Thus, at first, the SNEEql query language is 
refactored with in-network data analysis capabilities, so that it 
can be well optimized by the query optimization engine SNEE.
Second, the new in-network declarative query is deployed by 
using the basic functionalities of SNEE, which are the 
this platform can help, in mobile environments, to adjust 
changes in the network topology efficiently. 
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Fig. 8. SNEEql Compiler/Optimizer architecture. 
D. Data-centric data/query Dissemination 
In da a is 
stored by attributes or types (e.g., geographic location and 
r data with 
e relevant nodes 
in
. Interests, events and responses of interest are 
re
unication overhead, in [102] the authors 
k
constraints of WSNs into account, proposed 
s
ntric routing and storage) mechanism 
m
ta-centric addressing scheme, the collected dat
event type) at nodes within the network. Queries fo
a particular attribute will be sent directly to th
stead of performing flooding throughout the network; 
therefore, data-centric approach enables efficient data or query 
dissemination. 
Directed diffusion [101] is one of the pioneering data-centric 
data dissemination protocols designed specifically for WSNs. 
The data generated by the sensors are called events and 
queries interests
presented by lists of “attribute = value”. The interests are 
injected into the network through one sink node arbitrarily 
chosen. This sink node broadcasts the interest to its neighbors, 
which in turn broadcast it to their neighbors, and so on. A 
node which detects an event compares it with the interests it 
received, and if there is a match, it sends the description of the 
event (response to the query) towards the nodes from which it 
received the interest. Therefore, the event is broadcasted up to 
the sink node. 
In WSNs, the huge amount of information transferring 
wastes resources. The processing of instructions is much less 
expensive than the wireless data transmission. Thus, to 
minimize the comm
eep, as much as possible, the sensed data in the network and 
do transmission on demand. To reach their objectives, an API, 
called miniDB, is used to store and extract required data in 
sensor nodes. In fact, names are associated as identifiers to the 
data items in order to simplify access. This meta information 
increases the necessary memory and helps to locate and to 
retrieve data from arbitrary nodes, even from dynamically 
placed new nodes, in a simplified manner. Moreover, a tiny 
query management system, named miniSQL, is designed for 
data identification and interrogation anywhere in the network. 
An SQL-like query is used to interact with the network. This 
solution allows to access historic data stored in the sensor 
network but in order to prevent from the memory saturation it 
should include an efficient policy of memory saturation 
management. 
Generally, according to natural conditions of environment, 
the sensor nodes are subjected to failures. Thus, in addition to 
take resource 
olutions should be aware of risk of sensor failures. For that, 
the DISC (Distributed Information Storage and Collection for 
WSNs) is proposed in [103]. DISC is a protocol for distributed 
information storage and collection. In DISC protocol the 
network is logically divided into clusters, where each of them 
is managed by a cluster head. There are two specifics cluster 
heads; the primary cluster head (PCH) and the backup cluster 
heads (BCH). The sensor data are periodically reported to the 
PCH, which in turn after eventual aggregation transmits the 
data to the BCHs chosen in a probabilistic way. The DISC
protocol, compared with the other protocols in this area that 
make deterministic choice of the backup nodes, performs a 
random selection strategy. This can prevent from destruction 
of the exact nodes keeping important information. Moreover, 
the DISC protocol uses the Bloom filters method for the data 
description and the routing mechanism. The data descriptor is 
unique and it includes the time epoch of the data aggregation, 
the region identifier of the aggregator and the type of data. 
Although this protocol is interesting for the robustness of the 
network, it should be revised in order to take the severe 
resource constraints of WSNs into account. In fact, the 
complexity of the algorithms with various backup nodes can 
be negative factors for the network lifetime and the low 
memory resource. 
Similarly to previous works that investigate the 
improvement of the network lifetime, the DDCRS [104] 
(dynamic data-ce
inimizes the communication overhead by dynamically 
determining the locations of the data-centric nodes according 
to the multiple sink nodes’ location and data collecting rate. 
Moreover, this proposed scheme automatically constructs 
shared routes from data-centric nodes to multiple sinks, 
reducing thus duplicate packets transmission. The DDCRS
scheme consists of two phases: a static phase which consists 
of defining a data-centric node, called home data-centric 
responsible for storing sensed data and future replying to sink 
nodes, by a hash table. In fact, sensor nodes transmit sensed 
data to neighboring data-centric nodes through GPRS routing 
algorithms. The dynamic phase applies to handle data storage 
and delivery when the locations of the data-centric node 
change according to the locations and the reply frequencies of 
multiple sink nodes. 
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In [105] a distributed spatial-temporal Similarity Data 
Storage (SDS) scheme is provided. For that, the monitoring 
area is partitioned into zones based on the geographical layout. 
Nodes are deployed according to zones and each clustered 
nodes of a particular zone has a head, which acts as a server 
for all the remaining nodes. According to a hash function the 
sensed data are mapped and stored in certain nodes where 
similarity of data in the zones is preserved. Thus, a data search 
in a particular zone could find similar data in the neighboring 
zones. In addition to a search based on data similarity, SDS
also allows spatial-temporal data searching as data stored in 
the neighborhood is also based on time and location. This 
further optimizes the data querying. Moreover, SDS uses 
geographical information of nodes for routing, instead of 
based on GPS. It also provides a carpooling routing algorithm, 
which can combine the messages belonging to the same 
destination in routing for minimizing the communication 
overhead. 
Data-centric storage provides energy-efficient data 
dissemination and organization in wireless sensor networks. 
Moreover, using metadata is useful for efficient query routing 
and data access. To support all these requirements, in [106], 
[107] the authors propose a framework to accelerate query 
evaluation in content caching networks using XML metadata. 
This framework includes a concept of content caching 
networks in which, the collected data are stored by their 
contents in a distributed way and the data are cached in the 
network for a certain period of time before they are sent to a 
database server. Moreover, this framework includes a 
metadata-guided query evaluation mechanism to improve the 
query execution. Thus, each cache node maintains a metadata 
of its data content. Therefore, queries will be based on these 
metadata to efficiently access the relevant cached data. For the 
representation of the metadata, they use an XML 
representation. Additionally to deal with the memory 
overhead, this work proposes two data clustering and 
compression algorithms for metadata construction: a 
clustering, balancing, and compression (CBC) algorithm for 
numerical data, and a clustering, expanding, and compression 
(CEC) algorithm for categorical data. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND OPEN ISSUES
The distributed database approach for sensor networks is 
adopted when sensor nodes do not need to send periodically 
the collected data to the base station. The sensed data remains 
on the sensor nodes and some queries are distributed and 
processed in the sensor nodes. Thus, in this case, the whole 
sensor network is viewed as a distributed database. This 
approach is commonly called in-network processing.
The in-network processing is a generic term, which could 
simply refer to any sort of processing that takes place inside a 
node. Therefore, the data reduction techniques (data 
aggregation, packet merging, data compression techniques 
,data fusion, and approximation based techniques) can be 
placed in the class of in-network processing techniques 
because each of these techniques is done within nodes 
composing the network. 
Moreover, one can notice that the three approaches 
(acquisitional query processing, cross-layer optimization and 
data-centric data/query dissemination) can be all classed inside 
the category of in-network processing, since all these three 
sub-categories require a sensor node to process data and make 
decision instead of transmitting all the data to a central server 
for off-line processing, as it is done in in-network processing 
[39]. 
The tables considered above (Table I, Table II, and Table 
III) provide a summary and offer a comparison between the 
above-described distributed database management solutions 
for WSNs. Moreover, these tables highlight the classification 
of each solution into specific categories. 
After the detailed analysis of the most recent distributed data 
management techniques for sensor networks, the following 
open issues can be identified and suggested: 
x Keeping and processing sensed data among the sensor 
nodes are very useful, according to the fact that in-network 
processing is more energy-efficient than transmitting 
sensed data for off-line processing. However, this 
approach may be revised and improved to take into 
account of the memory overload of the sensor nodes 
according to the huge amount of generated data compared 
with the hard resource constraints.  Moreover, for efficient 
query execution in terms of saving energy and good 
latency, an efficient load balancing policy according to the 
remaining power and the load of the nodes can be adopted. 
x This above study shows that most of the sensor data 
representations are based on the relational model and the 
queries are specified using an SQL-like query language. 
According to the frequent changing characteristics of 
collected data, the sensor data schema should well fit into 
XML representation. Then, XPATH can be used for 
flexible and easy queries.  
x The distributed technique treats the information within 
sensor nodes. According to the unstable and generally 
harsh environment, there may be sudden failures of 
sensors. This can lead to information loss that greatly 
influences the result analysis or even the system blocking. 
To deal with this situation, one can opt for a hybrid 
approach where, in addition to in-network data processing, 
some data can be kept in the base station database and 
updating from time to time. After a certain time, these data 
may gradually lose their freshness. Thus, one can use a 
generalized database management system to handle 
various types of applications and user needs. 
x Efficient meta-data management is very useful when one 
can manage a huge amount of distributed data. Although 
TinyDB and the work in [22], [107] include meta-data 
management for query optimization, it is not enough. 
Thus, proposals may be improved by including energy-
efficient meta-data management in order to have fast and 
accurate routing. 
x In multi-users environment, simultaneous multi-query 
processing is very useful. Systems connected to a database 
are often subject to numerous queries especially for 
consultation. Hence, a good policy of multi-query 
optimization would be a good deal. 
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Table I – Summary to various kinds of proposals and their features (part 1) 
Characteristics




Basic conceptual characteristics Queries 
expression
Optimization / Metrics Platform 
Cougar, 2002, 2003 Distributed in-
network query 
processor 
x In-networking processing: aggregation 
based techniques, packet merging; 




Query optimization plan; catalog 
management; aggregation in 











xIn-network processing: aggregation 
based techniques; 
xAcquisitional query processing: sensor 
sampling, query optimization based on 
metadata, multiquery optimization; 
xCross-layer optimization: data stream 
communication scheduling, self-
organization using time interval; 
xData-centric query/data dissemination: 




Query optimization plan: 
Metadata management, ordering 
of sampling, aggregation; 
Minimizing the Communication 
overhead
Simulation 





xIn-network processing: temporal 
freshness-aware readings; transmit 
readings if only threshold defined is 
exceeded: trade-off between the quality 






aggregation, optimize the 
communication cost 
Simulation 




x In-networking processing: aggregation 
based techniques 
x Minimize energy dissipation: energy-
latency tradeoffs 









xIn-network aggregation, packets 
replication
xApproximation based techniques 
xCross-layer optimization: collecting 
and sending data according respectively 






aware processing;  
xOptimize data access: packets 
replication
Simulation 





xFramework in the context-aware 
architecture
xIn-network query processing 
SQL-like query xPower-aware optimization: In-
Network Aggregation 
---







xIn-network processing: in-network 
aggregation, in-network sharing of 
intermediate results 
xAcquisitional query processing: 
sampling by access intermediate results 
from others sensors. 










x Aggregation based techniques 
x Security: framework to evaluate the 
security of data aggregation schemes 









x Aggregation based techniques 
x Security: framework for secure data 
aggregation against stealthy attack; user 
accepts aggregated result according to a 
given bound 











x Aggregation based techniques 
x Cluster-based approach 
x Security: encrypted data not be 
decrypted by cluster heads when 
performing data aggregation 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
prevent from the transmission of 
redundant data 
xSensor data transmitted to base 
station in encrypted form 
Simulation 





xApproximation based techniques: 
approximate sensor readings using 
statistical models; temporal and 







Minimizing the communication 
cost and the sensor activities, 
sampling  
Simulation 
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Proposal approach Basic conceptual characteristics Queries 
expression
Optimization / Metrics Platform 




xIn-network data storage and 
replication(fault-tolerance);
xProbabilistic based techniques 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
minimize communication 
overhead;  
xMaximize fault-tolerance  
---
Zeinalipour-





approximation based technique 
Top-k query xPower-aware optimization: 
Data Retrieving cost 
minimizing  
---




of probabilistic top-k 
queries 
xIn-network processing: 
approximation based technique, 
aggregation based techniques, 





Data Retrieving cost 
minimizing, minimizing of the 





problem of proxy node 
xIn-network data processing: 
approximation based technique 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
minimize the energy 








that prevent from link 
failure and noise 
xIn-network processing 
xApproximation based techniques 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
Optimize the communication 
cost; Cost function optimization 
Simulation  
ShuKui et al., 
2009
Approximation 
Algorithm for Data 
Aggregation 
xIn-network processing: 
aggregation based techniques; 
xApproximation based techniques 
SQL-like query xPower-aware optimization: 

















xApproximation based techniques 
--- xPower-aware optimization: in-
network aggregation;   
xMaximize fault-tolerance  
Simulation  




xIn-network data processing: in-
network aggregation 
xAcquisitional techniques: queries 
sample spatially correlated nodes 
xData-centric data/query 
dissemination 
xContext aware system 
SQL-like query xPower-aware optimization: 
Optimize energy of the data 





processing based on 
artificial neural-
networks algorithms 
xIn-network data processing; 
xArtificial neural-networks 
algorithms adaptation for WSN 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
Optimize the communication 
cost
Simulation  
SSDQP, 2007 Time Triggered Query 
Processing system 
xIn-network processing: 
synchronized merge operation, data 
compression method, aggregation 
based techniques; 
xAcquisitional query processing: 
time-triggered query engine, query 
optimization based on user’s need 
xCross-layer optimization: task 
scheduler, sensing and process 
before transmitting are 
synchronized 




Corona, 2010 Distributed multi-
query processor 
xIn-network aggregation based 
techniques, sensor reading 
clustering; 
xAcquisitional query processing: 
freshness-aware data acquisition 





Optimize the communication 
cost and the sensor activities
Simulation 




xDistributed multi-query engine 
xIn-network processing: packet 
merging or compression based 
techniques;
xAcquisitional query processing: 
power-aware data sampling; 
SQL-like query xPower-aware optimization: 
Optimize the communication 
and execution cost  
Analytic
experiment 
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Proposal approach Basic conceptual characteristics  Queries 
expression
Optimization / Metrics Platform 




aggregation aware of 
correlated data 
xIn-network data processing: in-
network aggregation, approximation 
based technique 
xCross-layer optimization: self-
organization scheduling based on 
the MAC layer 
--- xPower-aware optimization: 
avoid sending redundant data 
by in-network aggregation 









xIn-network data processing: on-
line data clustering, merge 
operation; 
xAcquisitional query processing: 
time-triggered query engine, query 
optimization based on user’s need 
xCross-layer optimization: task 
scheduler, sensing and 
communication are synchronized 
SQL queries xPower-aware optimization: 








xIn-network aggregation based 
techniques;
xAcquisitional query processing: 
sensor sampling, query optimization 
based on metadata; 
xCross-layer optimization:  
tasks scheduling based on available 
resources, communication 
scheduling for data flow 
xData-centric query/data 
dissemination: choice of routing 
tree nodes based on semantic 
constraints 
SNEEql queries xPower-aware optimization: 




strategy, tasks scheduling based 







processing based on 
SNEE
xIn-network processing: adjust of 
network topology changes; 
Data analysis techniques 
Data analysis 
queries based on 
SNEEql 






xIn-network processing: filters, 
suppression of duplicate messages 
Data analysis techniques 
xData-centric query/data 
dissemination: interest 
dissemination based on named data, 
gradient setup used to route data 
back to the sink node 
--- xOptimization based on filter, 
suppression of duplicate 
messages 
---




xIn-network data processing: data 
transmission on demand; 




SQL-like query xPower-aware optimization: 
Minimizing the communication 
overhead 
Simulation 
DISC, 2007 Distributed data 
storage and collecting 
protocol  
xbackup cluster heads, in-network 
aggregation; 
xRandomly selection strategy of 
backup nodes: lead network 
robustness; 




SQL-like query --- Formal 
analysis
Simulation 
DDCRS, 2010 Frequency-aware data-








SDS, 2011 Distributed spatial-
temporal similarity 
data storage scheme 
xDistributed data-centric storage: 
semantic routing, spatial-temporal 
and similarity data searching 








evaluation in content 
caching networks 
using XML metadata. 
xIn-network aggregation; 
xAcquisitional query processing: 
sampling nodes by metadata 
guided;
xDistributed data-centric storage 
XPath queries xPower-aware optimization: in-
network aggregation; 
xImproving query execution 
Simulation 
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x Another important research issue is the database security. 
Although research efforts have been made on  security 
issues in wireless sensor network in general and 
particularly in security on existing data gathering 
protocols, some challenges can still be addressed. First, 
WSNs are application-specific and the choice  of the 
appropriate cryptographic methods depends on the 
processing capability of sensor nodes,  then there is no 
unified solution for all sensor networks. Therefore, the 
design of a security mechanism adaptable to various 
WSN applications could be interesting. Second, WSN 
are resource constraints, so the design of security 
services in WSNs must be aware of these constraints. 
Third, most of security protocols are designed for fixed 
topologies. Whereas with applications based on mobile 
sensors, the mobility of the devices influences the 
sensor network topology, therefore leads to many 
problems in secure routing protocols. 
V. CONCLUSION
Given the great limited sensor device resources, storing 
and exploiting the large amount of data generated by 
sensors is a very big problem. The data management 
techniques used in traditional databases to manage a huge 
amount of data are not generally suitable for sensor 
networks taking their specificities into account. Then, the 
research community has provided a new data storage and 
querying method, named the distributed database approach 
for sensor networks. This latter is viewed as the most 
energy-efficient method to manage the large amount of data 
generated by the sensor nodes. 
Many different techniques have been proposed to manage 
data and queries in a distributed architecture, but all these 
techniques can be categorized by their way of processing 
data into the network (in-network aggregation processing, 
in-network approximation processing, acquisitional query 
processing, cross-layer optimization, data-centric 
data/query dissemination). Thus, this work presented and 
discussed from the oldest to the most recent proposed 
techniques that have been performed and it is particularly 
interesting in various stages of distributed data storage, 
distributed query processing and optimization for sensor 
networks. The processing techniques aim, generally, to 
optimize the energy consumption in the network and to 
retrieve more accurate information. Moreover, the queries 
used in these techniques are generally SQL-like. 
 Systems based on sensor networks are increasingly 
common in many areas of the knowledge, giving rise to 
several flavors of WSN applications. These applications are 
generally specific. For instance, there are critical 
applications that have temporal constraint and need more 
accurate information in order to take efficient decisions. 
New query processing optimization technique, while 
ensuring data availability in case of failure is very important 
in this context. So, one processing technique may not be 
efficient for the different applications. To deal with these 
challenges one can opt for a hybrid approach. Furthermore, 
regarding the Tables I, II, and III, few proposals have been 
based on  metadata management, which is very useful when 
one manages a huge amount of distributed data. The design 
of a framework that takes into account the various particular 
characteristics of WSN applications can well meet the 
requirements to a generalized database management system 
to handle various types of applications and user needs. 
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